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What you can learn from this game: Open files and open diagonals can be more valuable than pawns.
    Should do: 

1. Open up files and diagonals that lead to your opponent’s King.
2. Restrict the movement of your opponent’s King -- then you can checkmate him.

    Should NOT do:
1. Don’t accept every “free” gift – there’s usually a catch!
2.Don’t put off castling when you have a good chance.

Some ideas as they appear in this game:   ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4 e5 Center control - (The main idea in the beginning of a game is to control the center of the board).
  2. Nf3 Nc6 Attack unprotected Pawn - (It’s always good to keep track of unprotected pieces).

Protect a center Pawn - (Pawns in the center are always important).
  3. Bc4 Bc5 Attack a weak point - (Both King’s Bishop pawns are the easiest points to attack – f2 and f7).
  4. b4 Bxb4 Offer a Pawn - (With the idea of getting a good attack in return) 

Accept the Gambit - (Accepting a gift is good many times if you know how to handle it).
  5. c3 Ba5 Attack “Big guy” with a Pawn - (One of the pleasant duties of a Pawn) . 

Retreat - (Often as good a move as attacking)
  6. d4 exd4 Attack the center - (An important part of the Evan’s Gambit is to open up the center).

Attack a Pin - (Black captures one pawn AND attacks the pinned Pawn).
  7. O-O dxc3 Get Rook out - (Looking to put the Rook on a nice open file right up the middle)

Capture a Pawn - (This is the third “free” pawn, but it’s all in White’s plan of attack).
  8. Qb3 Qe7 Threaten a weak Pawn - (The King is the only one protecting the Pawn at f7).

Protect a important Pawn - (...but the Queen & King are lined up for a pin – always a concern)
  9. Nxc3 Nf6 Bring out a Knight - (The Knight has an eye on the enemy Queen).

Bring out a Knight - (Black’s  Knight is defending an attack on his Queen by White’s Knight).
10. Nd5 Nxd5  Offer a trade - (The trade will open up the file where the King and Queen are lined up).

Trade - (If White takes  with the Pawn, it will block the attack of White’s  Bishop & Queen on the diagonal).
11. exd5 Ne5 Open a file - (The King and Queen look to be exposed to attack and Black’s Knight IS being attacked).

Block the open file - (Black’s Knight blocks the file avoiding a possible pin). 
12. Nxe5 Qxe5 Trade - (Trading Knights will leave Black’s Queen on an important diagonal which can be attacked).

Accept the Trade - (The dangerous-looking pin is avoided by the Black Bishop guarding e1).
13. Bb2 Qg5 Skewer - (White’s Bishop attack’s Black’s Queen with an unprotected Pawn behind her).

Protect a Pawn - (A good way to get out of a Queen “skewer” is for the first piece to protect the second) .
14. h4 Qxh4 Offer a Pawn - (White attacks Black’s Queen with a Pawn which she can take – in exchange for another).

Accept the Trade - (Black sees a chance for a good attack with his Rook on the “g” file with White’s King).
15. Bxg7 Rg8 Threaten the Rook - (White’s Bishop takes the Pawn and threatens the Rook).

Attack - (Black’s Rook attacks White’s Bishop, which is on the same file as White’s King).
16. Rfe1+ Kd8 Take the open file - (Black’s Bishop can take the Rook, but that would ruin Black’s plan of attack).

Get out of Check - (Black hopes he can attack before he’s checkmated – right now his King can’t move).
17. Qg3 1-0 Offer a Trade? - (This is no trade! This is a great move to end the game!).

(In order to prevent checkmate by Bf6, Black would have to sacrifice the Queen or allow checkmate by
Qxg8 – all option lead to checkmate in a few moves).

Chess Notation for the game:
1. e4 e5 
2. Nf3 Nc6 
3. Bc4 Bc5 
4. b4 Bxb4 

5. c3 Ba5 
6. d4 exd4
7. O-O dxc3 
8. Qb3 Qe7 

9. Nxc3 Nf6 
10. Nd5 Nxd5 
11. exd5 Ne5

12. Nxe5 Qxe5 
13. Bb2 Qg5 
14. h4 Qxh4 

15. Bxg7 Rg8 
16. Rfe1+ Kd8 
17. Qg3  1-0


